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Flux-pinning behavior and the interlayer coupling of the Hg0.7Cr0.3Sr2CuO41d superconductor
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Previously the compound of Hg0.7Cr0.3Sr2CuO41d was believed to exhibit an enhanced flux-pinning behav-
ior compared to the pristine HgBa2CuO41d . As candidates for its origin, possible extended defects of a
superlattice in thec direction or a strong coupling deduced from a reduced distance between CuO2 planes have
been proposed. To clarify these, we extensively measured the magnetization of thec-axis aligned grains of this
compound. Contrary to previous belief, the irreversibility line and magnetic hysteresis show reduced pinning
properties. From the analysis of the reversible magnetizations based on the vortex fluctuation model, the
high-field scaling analysis, and the Hao-Clem model, the interlayer coupling was also confirmed to be weak.
The proposed extended defects seem not to be effective in pinning vortices in Hg0.7Cr0.3Sr2CuO41d .
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I. INTRODUCTION

The Hg0.7Cr0.3Sr2CuO41d ~nominal composition! super-
conductor@Hg/Cr~Sr!-1201# has attracted much attention du
to the possible enhancement of flux pinning by chemi
substitution.1,2 Shimoyamaet al.1 reported that they ob
served a large difference between the zero-field-coo
~ZFC! and field-cooled~FC! magnetizations in this materia
in a low external field. They inferred that the pinning w
enhanced due to the strong coupling between CuO2 planes,
which was deduced from a shorter interlayer distance t
that of the pristine HgBa2CuO41d @Hg~Ba!-1201#.2 How-
ever, in the hysteresis in low fields, it is difficult to disce
the intrinsic pinning properties from others such as the in
grain coupling effect and the surface barrier effect.3 The pin-
ning properties of this compound need to be examined
high-field measurements.

Another suggestion of the enhanced flux pinning com
from the electron and the neutron diffraction measurem
by Chmaissemet al.4 According to their report, the Hg
Cr~Sr!-1201 has a structure in which the Cr- and Hg-ri
regions are ordered in all three crystallographic directio
with a supercell of the approximate dimension 19.2319.2
317.4 Å3. For example, the two regions alternate in thec
direction. This supercell structure is the peculiar feature
the Hg/Cr~Sr!-1201, which is not shown in similar com
pounds Hg12xCrxBa2CuO41d .5 The Cr- and Hg-rich regions
are not likely to be good pinning centers since they
PRB 580163-1829/98/58~1!/538~6!/$15.00
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smaller than the typical size of a vortex core and are orde
regularly. Chmaissemet al. speculated that the defects in th
superstructure might enhance flux pinning possibly by for
ing columns of Hg-containing cells along thec axis like
columnar defects6,7 generated by ion radiation. However, n
direct evidence of the enhanced flux pinning was observe
their structural studies.

In this paper, we extensively study the interlayer coupli
between CuO2 planes and the effects of the proposed e
tended defects on flux pinning by magnetization measu
ment. For this purpose, we prepared ac-axis grain-aligned
sample of Hg/Cr~Sr!-1201, because these extended defe
are claimed to be oriented in thec direction.

In Sec. III A, the irreversibility line and the hysteresis
this sample are presented in comparison with those of
pristine Hg~Ba!-1201. In Sec. III B, the reversible magnet
zations are analyzed with the vortex fluctuation model,8 the
high-field scaling analysis,9 and the Hao-Clem model,10

which reveal the strength of the interlayer coupling. In co
trast to the previous conjecture, our result shows that the
pinning and the interlayer coupling of the Hg/Cr~Sr!-1201
are rather weaker than in the pristine superconductor.

II. EXPERIMENTS

The sample was synthesized by the solid-state reactio
the precursor and HgO.11,12First, an aqueous solution of sto
ichiometric amounts of Sr(NO3)2 and Cu(NO3)2.3H2O was
538 © 1998 The American Physical Society
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PRB 58 539FLUX-PINNING BEHAVIOR AND THE INTERLAYER . . .
dried and heated slowly to 900 °C. An appropriate amoun
Cr2O3 was then added and fired at 900 °C for 24 h. T
obtained precursor is of nominal composition
Cr0.3Sr2CuOy . HgO powder was mixed with powder of th
black precursor in a nitrogen-filled dry box. Then they we
pressed into pellets, sealed in an evacuated quartz tube
tered at 880 °C for 8 h, and finally quenched to room te
perature. The as-prepared samples were oxygen-annea
300 °C for 1 h and cooled slowly to room temperature.12

The structure and composition were determined by x-
diffraction ~XRD! and neutron diffraction.11 Like Hg~Ba!-
1201, the sample contains a tetragonal structure and a s
CuO2 plane per unit cell. The obtained cell parameters@a
53.845(2) Å, c58.715(6) Å# are smaller than those o
Hg~Ba!-1201 (a53.88 Å,c59.51 Å!,13 especially by 8.3 %
in the c direction. Chromium was found to replace Hg pa
tially at the ~0.0, 0.0, 0.0! site with the ratio of occupancy
Hg:Cr 5 53:47. The structure determined by neutron diffra
tion is consistent with previous works on similar samples4

For the magnetic measurement, the bulk sample
ground into small grains of less than 20mm and aligned in
epoxy with an external field of 7 T. The resultant epo
binder contained the sample of 18.6 mg at the volume d
sity of 4%. Excellent alignment was confirmed by the XR
as shown in Fig. 1. Using a Quantum Design supercond
ing quantum interference device magnetometer, we m
sured the magnetic hysteresis, and the temperature de
dence of magnetization under ZFC and FC conditi
applying external fields of various strength up to 4 T. F
analysis, the background contribution from epoxy and im
rities was subtracted from the observed values.

Figure 2 shows the temperature dependence of susc
bility in the c-axis direction. From the diamagnetic signa
superconducting transition occurs at 58 K. The superc
ducting volume fraction was evaluated as about 41% fr
the low-temperature data, without including the geome
factors.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

A. Flux-pinning behaviors

The flux-pinning behavior of a superconductor, which
important in application, can be well characterized by me
of an irreversibility line and a magnetic hysteresis. The ir

FIG. 1. X-ray-diffraction pattern for grain-aligned Hg/Cr~Sr!-
1201.
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versibility line H irr(Tirr) is a boundary which divides the
mixed-state phase diagram into two regions, a reversible
an irreversible magnetization region. Explanations of t
line have been suggested in terms of the conventional
creep,14,15 the vortex lattice melting,16,17 or the vortex glass
transition.18

In the irreversible magnetization region, spatial inhom
geneities or defects pin and prevent vortices from mov
freely. This is the origin of magnetic hysteresis. In this r
gion, there exists a nonzero depinning critical currentJc be-
low which the superconductor can sustain supercurre
without dissipation. TheJc , which is often used to quantify
the pinning strength, can be determined from the magnit
of magnetic hysteresis. The enhancement of theH irr(Tirr)
and theJc , i.e., the wider irreversible region of zero linea
resistance at larger currents, can be accomplished by in
ducing point defects, or extended defects such as radiat
induced columnar defects.6,7

For the reversible magnetization region, the vortices mo
freely because their thermal fluctuations dominate over
pinning. For the high-temperature superconductors, the h
transition temperature and the small interlayer coupling
make this reversible region wider, and thus suppress the
reversibility line.

The irreversibility line of the Hg/Cr~Sr!-1201 in a reduced
temperature scale compared with that of the pristine mate
is shown in Fig. 3. The irreversibility temperatureTirr was

FIG. 2. Temperature dependence of the dc susceptib
4pM /H in the zero-field-cooled~ZFC! and field-cooled~FC! con-
dition for applied fieldH56 Oe.

FIG. 3. Irreversibility line of Hg/Cr~Sr!-1201 and Hg~Ba!-1201.
The dashed line represents the mean-field upper critical fi
Hc2(T) of Hg/Cr~Sr!-1201.
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determined from the merging point of the ZFC and the
magnetizations,MZFC and MFC, with a criterion of the
MZFC2MFC50.01 emu/cm3.

The mean-field upper critical fieldHc2 ~dashed line! ob-
tained from the Hao-Clem model~see the following section!
is presented for comparison. The solid line in the figure r
resents the irreversibility line of the Hg~Ba!-1201 from Ref.
19. The magnetization of this pristine material was also
tained in the same grain-aligned configuration. This fig
shows that the irreversibility line is not improved via th
chromium and strontium substitution into the Hg~Ba!-1201.
On the contrary, this line is much suppressed from that of
pristine material.

The weak pinning property is observed also in the hys
esis of magnetization. Figure 4 shows the magnetization h
teresisDM of the Hg/Cr~Sr!-1201 and the pristine materia
This DM is the difference of magnetizations measured
increasing and decreasing fields. The data of the pris
Hg~Ba!-1201 is from Welpet al.20 The DM of the pristine
material was also measured on a grain-aligned sample.
comparison of data sets at similarT/Tc , theDM at 10, 20 K
(T/Tc50.17, T/Tc50.35) of the Hg/Cr~Sr!-1201, and the
DM at 20, 30 K (T/Tc50.21, T/Tc50.32) of the Hg~Ba!-
1201 are presented. The values were normalized by the
perconducting volume fraction of each sample, which w
100% for the pristine one. We note that theDM of the Hg/
Cr~Sr!-1201 is much smaller than that of the pristine ma
rial.

It is hard to compare the pinning strength of the abo
two samples directly since the critical currentJc is deter-
mined not only from the hysteresisDM , but also from the
size D of the supercurrent loop. For example, according
the Bean’s critical-state model,Jc is 20 DM /D. We assume
that the supercurrent is confined in each grain, and that
size of its loop is equal to the granular size. The size of
Hg/Cr~Sr!-1201 grains is estimated to be 5; 20 mm from
the SEM image. The fineness of the sieve used for g
alignment was 20mm. This granular size is comparable
that (; 10 mm) of the pristine sample.20 Therefore, the pin-
ning strength orJc of the Hg/Cr~Sr!-1201 is also believed to
be much lower than that of the Hg~Ba!-1201.

These reduced pinning behaviors are contrary to the
vious speculations based on the reduced interlayer distan1,2

or the proposed extended defects.4 The intrinsic columnar

FIG. 4. Magnetic hysteresisDM for Hg/Cr~Sr!-1201 and
Hg~Ba!-1201.
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defects proposed by Chmaissemet al. may not be pinning
centers strong enough to enhance the pinning behavior o
Hg/Cr~Sr!-1201.

B. Interlayer coupling

To find the interlayer coupling strength of the Hg/Cr~Sr!-
1201, we analyzed the reversible magnetizations. Depen
on the coupling strength, the magnetization can be descr
better by considering the superconductors either as a stac
two-dimensional~2D! superconducting layers weakly linke
to each other, or as the anisotropic 3D superconductors.
this study, the vortex fluctuation model,8 the high-field scal-
ing analysis,9 and Hao-Clem model10 were utilized.

Near the transition temperatureTc(H), positional fluctua-
tion of vortices is severe and deviates the magnetization f
the mean-field one. In 2D-like superconductors such
Bi2Sr2CaCu2O81d ~Bi2212!, this vortex fluctuation effect is
significant down to relatively low temperatures,21 while it
appears only nearTc in 3D superconductors.22,23For the 2D-
like case, the resultant magnetization is well described by
vortex-fluctuation model by Bulaevskiiet al.,8 which consid-
ers the Josephson-coupled layered structure.

The contribution of the vortex-fluctuation effects can
studied in two ways. One way is to analyze the magneti
tion based on the vortex-fluctuation model. The other is fr
the analysis based on the Hao-Clem model. As a mean-
model, the Hao-Clem model does not consider the fluct
tion effects. Therefore, in the fluctuation-dominant region,
application results in the unreasonable deviation of
Ginzburg-Landau~GL! parameterk from the expected val-
ues. For 2D-like superconductors, thek is observed to in-
crease abruptly far below theTc instead of decreasing slowl
asT increases.

In the critical fluctuation region aroundTc(H), magneti-
zations for various high magnetic fields are scaled into
single curve for an appropriate variable depending on dim
sionality. For 2D superconductors, good scaling behavio
observed for the variable@T2Tc(H)#/(TH)1/2.24,25

In Fig. 5, the temperature dependence of reversible m
netization is displayed for the field between 1 and 4 T par-
allel to thec axis. A prominent feature is that the magne
zation curves for different external fields are crossing atT*
554.5 K with a value ofM* 520.165 G. This is typical for
the highly anisotropic layered superconductors with stro
fluctuation effect.

FIG. 5. Temperature dependence of the reversible magne
tions of Hg/Cr~Sr!-1201 for various strengths of magnetic fields.
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For highly anisotropic layered superconductors, vor
lines are described by weakly coupled quasi-2D vortices,
the coherence in the positions of these pancakelike vort
along thec direction is easily lost due to thermal fluctuatio
The vortex-fluctuation model by Bulaevskiiet al.8 considers
this contribution in addition to the mean-field magnetizati
in a system of Josephson-coupled layers.

The vortex-fluctuation effect can be analyzed quant
tively by comparison of the derivative]M /] ln H from the
experiment ~open circle! and from the vortex-fluctuation
model ~solid line!, which is given as

S ]M

] ln H D
Total

5S ]M

] ln H D
London

1S ]M

] ln H D
Fluct

, ~1!

S ]M

] ln H D
London

5
f0

32p2lab
2 ~T!

, ~2!

S ]M

] ln H D
Fluct

52
T

f0s
, ~3!

as shown in Fig. 6. In the comparison, the adjustable par
eters are the zero-temperature penetration depthlab(0) and
the interlayer distances. In this case,lab(0)52.673103

Å and s522 Å as estimated in consideration of superco
ducting volume fraction. The data in the entire reversi
region above 25 K~0.44Tc) agree well with the theory.

Two terms, the mean-field ~London! term
(]M /] ln H)London and the vortex-fluctuation term
(]M /] ln H)Fluct, are also plotted. As they show, the fluctu
tion contribution is not negligible for the entire range of Fi
6. For example, the fluctuation term at 27 K~0.47 Tc) is
about 10% of the London term. It verifies that the Hg/Cr~Sr!-
1201 is 2D-like since the fluctuation effect remains sign
cant in the wide range of temperature.

Thes value obtained here is somewhat larger than the
determined from the XRD. This deviation was common
observed in other 2D-like systems, and its reconciliation w
tried by correcting the superconducting volume fraction26,27

or by using a theoretical result by Koshelev.28,29. In the fluc-
tuation magnetization model for 2D superconductors,28 Ko-
shelev considered the Gaussian fluctuation from all the L

FIG. 6. Temperature dependence of the slope]M /](ln H) of
Hg/Cr~Sr!-1201. The solid line represents the theoretical curve
rived from the vortex-fluctuation model, and the dashed lines
from the London and the fluctuation contribution, respectively.
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dau levels to estimate the magnetization at the crossing p
asM* 520.3463kBT* /f0s. For the values ofM* andT*
from our data, thes is estimated to be 7.6 Å comparable wi
the s from the XRD.

As stated before, the strength of interlayer coupling c
be studied by identifying the fluctuation-dominant regio
One way to do this is to study the magnetization in terms
the Hao-Clem model. The Hao-Clem model10 describes the
field dependence of the mean-field magnetizationM (H) in
the entire region of mixed state. Hao and Clem, in th
model, calculated it by minimizing the GL free energy of th
vortex lattice system variationally. Important supercondu
ing parameters such as the GL parameterk and the thermo-
dynamic critical fieldHc(T) can be obtained by compariso
of the reversible magnetization with the theoretical cur
M (H).

Since the Hao-Clem model does not consider the fluct
tion effect, its application to the region where the fluctuati
prevails gives the obtained parameters deviating from r
sonable values. In this analysis, this deviation was used
tool to find the fluctuation-dominant region.

The parameterk(T)5l/j is known to be a slowly de-
creasing function of temperature.30 However, Fig. 7 shows
that k(T) increases rapidly, starting fromT.0.7Tc . This
anomalous behavior can be understood as due to fluctua
effects. The wide fluctuation-dominant region indicates t
the interlayer coupling of the Hg/Cr~Sr!-1201 is very weak.
This is in great contrast to the case of 3D superconduc
wherek(T) starts to increase very near Tc .22,23

From the analysis based on the Hao-Clem model outs
the fluctuation-dominant region, several superconducting
rameters such ask572, Tc557.5 K,Hc(0)53.193103 Oe,
Hc2 /dTuTc

521.14 T/K, andlab(0)52.353103 Å ~dirty
limit ! were obtained.

The weak interlayer coupling of the Hg/Cr~Sr!-1201 is
also confirmed through the high-field scaling analysis s
gested by Ullah and Dorsey.9 According to them, the mag
netization in the critical fluctuation region follows the sca
ing formula

M ~T,H !

~TH!121/d
5FdS Ad

T2Tc~H !

~TH!121/dD . ~4!

-
re

FIG. 7. Temperature dependence of the Ginzburg-Landau
rameterk(T) determined from the Hao-Clem model.
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Here, d is the dimension, andAd is @f0sHc2(0)/
16pkkBTc

2] 1/2 in 2D and @f0jcHc2
2 (0)/8pkkBTc

3/2#2/3 in
3D.

As shown in Fig. 8, all the data of diverse external fie
collapse clearly on one curve in 2D scaling form. As for t
parametersTc and dHc2 /dTuTc

needed in scaling, we
adopted the values obtained from the analysis of the H
Clem model. The 3D scaling was also attempted, but w
poor for any adjustment of the parameters.

The recent Raman study31 on the Hg/Cr~Sr!-1201 also
supports the weak interlayer coupling. The peak due to
apical oxygen in the Hg-OA bonds is observed to be at
lower frequency than that of the pristine Hg~Ba!-1201. This
was interpreted as being due to weaker layer-layer coup
in the Hg/Cr~Sr!-1201 samples than that in the pristine m
terial. Besides, the Raman results indicate the existenc
the supercell composed of alternating Hg-rich and Cr-r
phases.

One possible origin of the weak coupling in spite of sh
interlayer distance may be the reduced carrier density
CuO2 planes from the depletion of interstitial oxygen O~4! at
the ~0.5, 0.5, 0! site in the~Hg,Cr!-O plane by Cr substitu-
tion. According to the neutron-diffraction study by Chma
semet al.,4,5 Cr has the valence state of16, and is incorpo-
rated in the form of a (CrO4)22 tetrahedron, replacing
(HgO2)22 dumbbell in the Hg~Ba!-1201 structure. The ad
ditional two oxygen atoms O~3! bonded to Cr are at~0.628,
0.628, 0.0! in the ~Hg, Cr! plane, blocking O~4! atoms at
~0.5, 0.5, 0.0!. However, they do not contribute to the ho
doping to CuO2 planes, while the O~4! atoms do. The hole-
doping mechanism by O~4! atoms and the inverted relatio
between the Cr content and the O~4! content were verified

FIG. 8. 2D scaling of magnetizations of Hg/Cr~Sr!-1201 using
the analysis suggested by Ullah and Dorsey.
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recently in the structural study of the Hg12xCrxBa2CuO41d
with variation of x.5 This result can be applied to the Hg
Cr~Sr!-1201 case since the local structure and the vale
state related to (CrO4)22 are similar. In the Hg/Cr~Sr!-1201
case, nearly half of the Hg atoms are replaced by Cr ato
and most O~4! sites are filled by O~3! atoms bonded to Cr
which will significantly decrease the carrier density in CuO2
planes.5 The Tc reduction and the weakening of interlay
coupling may be explained at the same time in this sche

The reduction of carrier densityn is verified by the elon-
gated penetration depthl in comparison with that of the
pristine superconductor, 180 nm,32 sincen is inversely pro-
portional to l2.33 In addition, the recent thermoelectri
power ~TEP! study12 on the Hg/Cr~Sr!-1201 gives more di-
rect evidence for the reduced carrier density. Based on
universal dependence of the room-temperature TEP on
hole numberp per Cu ion,34 the p was estimated to be ap
proximately 0.1, which is lower than 0.16 for the maximu
Tc of the pristine superconductor.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We investigated the proposed enhancement of flux p
ning and the interlayer coupling in the Hg/Cr~Sr!-1201
through the analysis of various magnetic properties meas
on the grain-aligned sample. As compared with the prist
Hg~Ba!-1201, the Hg/Cr~Sr!-1201 exhibits weaker pinning
behavior. This is confirmed by the wide reversible region
the field versus temperature plane and the narrow magn
hysteresis, i.e., the low depinning critical currentJc . The
proposed columnarlike defects4 do not seem to serve a
strong pinning centers for vortex lines.

This weak pinning is closely related to the weak interlay
coupling of the Hg/Cr~Sr!-1201 confirmed by the analysis o
the reversible magnetization. The weakened layer-layer c
pling, in spite of the short interlayer distance, might origina
from the reduced carrier density in CuO2 planes.
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